
Get High-Paying Leads Coming To You Get High-Paying Leads Coming To You Every Single DayEvery Single Day
Through LinkedInThrough LinkedIn

Would you love to have a thriving business with as many high-quality, high-paying prospects coming to you as you need?

This is what the LinkedIn Quality Leads Formula can do for you

You see what I know from 20 years in marketing is that leads are the lifeblood of any business and without them you often have an expensive hobby rather than a

business.

Perhaps you can relate to this?

Right now you might feel confused about how to market your business, and feel like you are going round and round in circles trying to figure out what will work

for you.

You probably feel deeply frustrated that despite the efforts you put into your marketing on a daily basis you cannot seem to attract the clients you really want to

work with,

You’ve been following all the marketing gurus advice, posting content everyday on social media, blogging, creating a website,

Yet instead of your expectation of a flow of clients, you’ve had a dribble of prospects coming to you who can’t afford to pay you what you truly desire to be paid.

You have a sense your ideal clients are on LinkedIn, but you have no idea how to reach your ideal clients through LinkedIn.

Some days you might find yourself questioning whether you are cut out for this and contemplate packing it all in.

I’m here to tell you DON’T, because YOU can do this!

The truth is it’s not your fault. You trained to become an expert in your field, not an online marketer.

And even though I have been in marketing a long time, and taught marketing to clients most of my life, the sheer amount of options available to us today to

market our businesses can be overwhelming at times, even for me.

And I understand what it is like to be where you are.

In 2017 my Facebook sales funnel suddenly stopped worked, overnight I went from having a successful business to literally not having any money coming in. All

the prospects coming onto calls with me couldn’t afford to work with me.

I didn’t know what I was going to do. I’d sunk so much money into Facebook Ads that I didn’t have any capital to fall back on and ended up having to let a lot of my

team go, (including my best friend who had been working with me for years) and cut back on all my expenses.

But did this stop me sinking more money into ads? No! Following the advice of my then mentor I continued to plough money into Facebook Ads and started

running automated webinars instead of live ones. I picked up a few clients but this barely broke even with the ad spend, so I ended up working for free.

I was floundering…not sleeping well and riddled with anxiety 24/7.

What saved me was taking stock of my situation and instead of doing the same thing and expecting a different outcome, I went back to the drawing board to

figure out a whole new marketing strategy.

What I realised was that Facebook wasn’t working full stop.

I needed to change platform…and that’s when I realised LinkedIn was the best platform for me to use to attract my ideal clients.

The great advantage for me using LinkedIn was there was no risk, as there was no ad spend. It just required some of my time. The surprise for me was how quickly

it produced results.

I realised that not only was LinkedIn the best platform for me, it was also the best platform for business owners such as Coaches, Consultants, Virtual Assistants,

Service Providers and others to attract high-quality clients.

I started teaching my LinkedIn Strategy (which I teach in the LinkedIn Quality Leads Formula) to my clients and getting amazing results in literally just a few days.

Results like you see below…

You might be thinking, “This won’t work for me as I am new in business”.

I want to reassure you, many of my clients are new in business and haven’t even got a website or had a single client for their business yet….and my proven

LinkedIn strategy still works for them.

Like my client David Stimson, who is a Counsellor and wanted to transition to providing leadership and mindset coaching to CEOs:

“Within 24 hours I had my first lead and within 5 days my diary was becoming full with appointments. It’s now 10 days and I’ve signed up my first CEO Client.”

I want to show you how you can get LinkedIn working for your business and start to get the results you deserve with your business.

That’s where my LinkedIn Quality Leads Formula comes in,

JOIN NOW

Here’s how this program will benefit you:Here’s how this program will benefit you:

You’ll gain a consistent flow of high-calibre clients
coming to you through Linkedin, so you never have

to worry about where your next client is coming
from

You’ll start charging what you truly desire for your
services and get paid it

You’ll become known as the go-to expert in your
field (even if you are new in business and haven’t

had any clients yet!)

You’ll overcome your fears of being visible and
confidently put yourself and your business out

there online

You’ll be supported by me, our team and our
incredible community of business owners on this

program for an entire year

Here’s what you’ll learn on this program:Here’s what you’ll learn on this program:

You’ll learn my proven  Linkedin Quality Leads Formula that I have taught to hundreds of entrepreneurs over the past three

years.

Following this proven process has resulted in many new entrepreneurs getting fully-booked with clients, and led

established entrepreneurs to double and triple their revenue in just three months. 

The Linkedin Quality Leads Formula works for all different types of business owners and has specific videos within the 12

modules for those who work B2C, B2B and MLM. So whatever your business type you’ll receive the right advice and strategy

for your business.

JOIN NOW

“I made $170,000 in 5 months following Shelley’s formula”“I made $170,000 in 5 months following Shelley’s formula”

7:18

“I joined this program because I had never used Linkedin before and I needed someone to guide me to know how to use Linkedin to position the business

professionally and get opportunities and business.

This program helped me become more confident in approaching new people through Linkedin, build connections, write posts on Linkedin and attempting the

uncomfortable..e.g. videos!

In the past 5 months on this program during the pandemic, I have increased my average ticket value drastically and made $170,000 in sales through Linkedin. Plus,

I have been nominated to help Pharmacy stores convert to Vaccine Centres which is huge for my business.

If you are thinking about this program, I would say it’s a no-brainer to join. Shelley has a lovely way of communicating the process, is backed by a lovely team and

your positive can-do attitude has really helped me.”

Bharat Mistry – Brand Consultant & Printer For PharmaciesBharat Mistry – Brand Consultant & Printer For Pharmacies

Linkedin Quality Leads Formula Student

“I gained 2 clients for my Health Coaching program in 6“I gained 2 clients for my Health Coaching program in 6
weeks”weeks”

7:00

“I learnt so much on the 5 Day Linkedin Challenge that I decided to join the Linkedin Quality Leads Formula because I didn’t really know how to use Linkedin.

This program helped me make the decision to go for quality clients rather than quantity and how to tap into that premium market. It showed me how to profile

myself more effectively and take action on Linkedin on a regular basis.

I created my first every health coaching program from scratch and within 4 weeks I gained my first client which paid for my program 3 times over. Within 6 weeks I

gained my second client.

5 months on I am fully booked with 5 premium health coaching clients consistently and have made over $20,000.

I am so glad I responded to Shelley’s Linkedin Challenge and program, because Shelley comes from quite a spiritual place. And when you follow Shelley’s process

and do the work – it works!”

Steve Denby – Health CoachSteve Denby – Health Coach

Linkedin Quality Leads Formula Student

“I launched my business from scratch & am fully booked with“I launched my business from scratch & am fully booked with
clients”clients”

12:36

“I joined the VIP Program because I had absolutely no idea about how to find clients. I was also a completely new Coach and I didn’t have a huge amount of

confidence about my coaching skills.

I thought I had a sense of who I wanted to work with but when I arrived on the first group coaching call, Shelley helped me separate my fictional idea of who my

ideal client was and understand who is really out there and who I can really work with.

Following the process and with Shelley’s support I quickly got a lot of chemistry calls booked in. Sales is not something I am skilled at so I did have to learn how to

sell myself. 

Over the past 4 months I have gone from converting 20% of all my discovery calls to converting 70% of the calls I have with prospects. I typically have around 20

discovery calls each month and I am now converting 15 of them to clients each month making $35,000 a month.

I have actually been worried that I am not going to be able to accommodate all the clients I am gaining now.

If I hadn’t done this VIP program I would not have succeeded in getting my business off the ground. This program launched my business – it’s been the difference

between having a business and not having a business.”

Liz Citron – Career CoachLiz Citron – Career Coach

VIP Program Student 

“I had my first $20,000 month whilst on this program”“I had my first $20,000 month whilst on this program”

4:55

“I already had clients when I decided to work with Shelley on the VIP Program (formerly known as Client Generator Program) but I knew that there was more I

could be doing and a bigger impact I could be making on the world.

When I met Shelley I immediately connected with her, the experience she has in marketing and business and also her own experience as a coach and someone

who knows how the mind works. And supports people to be able to keep developing the mindset they need to keep expanding and growing their business.

For me it was a no brainer to work with Shelley. I gained 7 clients during 12 weeks and had my first $20,000 month in my business.

Which was incredible because it has allowed me to expand my business and take on an admin assistant so I can reach out and grow what I am doing both

personally and professionally.

I was surprised by the additional mindset work with meditations that was included in the program and helped me get my business to this place. I will forever be so

grateful to Shelley for this.

If you are considering joining one of Shelley’s then stop hesitating, because whether you are relatively new to your business or whether you are someone who is

already successful in their business but know that there is more then Shelley will help you with that.”

Joanna Naughton – Mindset CoachJoanna Naughton – Mindset Coach

VIP Program Student

“Thank you for my business, really.”“Thank you for my business, really.”

9:10

“I felt accountable to the group, that was a huge help to keep the momentum going.  You do have this wonderful momentum that goes with the program, but I

found the VIP gave me that extra, hang on you’ve actually got to turn up and have the work done!   So that was really helpful.  I loved getting the feedback from my

colleagues in the group and being able to listen to you give them feedback, that was really helpful. And just the whole experience around what to charge.  As you

suggested, we did that exercise with each other of being the potential client and talking us through the discomfort or the resistances and that was a fantastic eye-

opener for me.  That actually gave me the courage to put the right price tag on my offer and I mean, I literally had to hold my breath but I did it and I got a client

before we even finished the program paying top fee that I felt was appropriate for my work and she signed up for a second set of 12 sessions!”

 

Nancy Cogswell Transformation & Leadership Coach

VIP Program Student

“I received the structure I needed to achieve my business goals”“I received the structure I needed to achieve my business goals”

7:08

“Having come from Corporate background I was used to having meetings and a structure, but when I went self-employed, I had no structure, I didn’t no what to

do. I tried different courses, spent money I didn’t have and tried to figure things out myself – all with no results. 

This program gave me a structure with clear steps to follow for my day, week and month. That was phenomenal because every time I come into my office and work

on my business for 5,6,7 hours per day, it feels meaningful. and I feel productive. 

It is not just a feeling though because I’ve also seen the results. I have paying clients, and I have an additional 1000 Linkedin connections, who are my ideal clients,

since I started this program.

If I had not joined this program I would not be fulfilling my dream of being a business owner and I would have had to go back to Corporate. Instead, I have a

business and I am really excited about my future.”

Christelle Correia – Leadership Coach For Call Centre LeadersChristelle Correia – Leadership Coach For Call Centre Leaders

Linkedin Quality Leads Formula Student

“I have a waiting list of Corporates for my new offering”“I have a waiting list of Corporates for my new offering”

12:40

“The main revenue stream for my business before the pandemic and lockdown was video production, which is an in-person service. As soon as lockdown came in

in March 2020, we lost 80% of our revenue over night.

Shelley’s program really helped me pivot my business and get clients for a new offering helping business owners to create professional videos from home, which

kept me in business.

This new line of work as a Video Production Trainer has led me to develop a new corporate offering for franchisors. 

I followed Shelley’s strategy and approach to craft my messages to reach out to CEO’s. The reaction to my messages has been absolutely amazing. I have had a lot

of appointments with CEOs. These appointments have converted into clients and I have a waiting list for my new service. I even had one Franchisor CEO offer to

personally mentor me.

I am so grateful to Shelley – you saved my business! If you are serious about growing your business then join this program as it will help you do it.”

Cynthia Baloula – Video Production Agency Owner & TrainerCynthia Baloula – Video Production Agency Owner & Trainer

VIP Program Student

Join The LinkedIn Quality Leads FormulaJoin The LinkedIn Quality Leads Formula

Here’s what’s included in this program:Here’s what’s included in this program:

Lifetime Access to the 12 module Linkedin Quality Leads Formula (worth $1,500)

Bi-weekly Q & A Calls with Shelley Hutchinson for an entire year (worth $1,500)

Private Support Group (worth $500)

To secure your place on this program…

Simply click one of the buttons below to select your payment option:

$2997 Single Installment $347 per month for 10 months

CLICK HERE FOR VIP PROGRAM DETAILS

*Prices shown are plus VAT for those based in United Kingdom

Think about it, if you keep going the way you are, will you make your dream business a reality? Or you can try something new and create the life & business you

deserve!

When does this program start?

You can join this program at any time using the above payment links and get started straight away

What makes this program di\erent from other LinkedIn Trainings?

The LinkedIn approach I teach you in this program combines both outbound lead generation methods and inbound lead generation methods making it the

fastest lead generation approach through LinkedIn.

The reason I teach you outbound lead generation through LinkedIn is because it gives YOU control to determine how many high-quality leads and appointments

you have through directly connecting and messaging your ideal clients.

You will also learn inbound lead generation which involves posting content on LinkedIn regularly. This approach helps you take advantage of LinkedIn’s “Organic

Reach” which will help you create brand awareness for your business and generate enquiries from your LinkedIn connections wanting to discuss working with you.

Will this program work for me?

What you’ll learn is a proven process I have taught to hundreds of business owners over the past year and half. I’ve refined my process to get it better and better, so

Have questions you need answered? Read this…Have questions you need answered? Read this…
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What you’ll learn is a proven process I have taught to hundreds of business owners over the past year and half. I’ve refined my process to get it better and better, so

if you follow the process it is guaranteed to work.

This program has specific videos for each business type so whether you are working B2C or B2B or MLM, you’ll receive the right strategy for you and your business.

Will this program work for my audience?

This program is suitable for you whether your audience are Individual Professionals, Business Owners or Corporates.

The program has specific videos outlining strategies for a range of business types including; B2C, B2B and MLM, so  you’ll receive the right advice for your business

to generate leads through Linkedin.

Is this program really worth the money?

Our clients who have completed this program have had phenomenal results, with some even making over 100 times back their investment, for instance Drew

White made $100k in 5 months, Bharat Mistry made $170k in 5 months, and Conor Godfrey made $300k in one year! Just take a look at our testimonials to see their

stories. The content in this program is of the same high quality and proven process that gets results that these clients received.

I'm not sure I can a\ord this program?

You can get started with this program for as little as $347 per month on our instalment plan. Imagine how attracting your ideal clients through LinkedIn will

transform your business? Just one customer will more than pay for this entire program.

So what’s stopping you, go ahead and get started by clicking the “join” button below…

I am nervous about marketing my business online can you help with this?

As a qualified psychotherapist I know that mindset is often 80% of what holds entrepreneurs back, and I also know what you need to overcome this. I’ve built into

this program the tools you need to transform your fears, so they stop limiting you and you can step into doing the work you are here to do.

I'm just starting my business so I am not sure if I am ready for this program?

We have lots of new entrepreneurs join this program to successfully launch their businesses.

The three  foundation modules; Nail Your Niche, Identify Your Ideal Clients and Create Your Irresistible Offer, will give you the clarity on your business strategy that

you need to be ready to attract your ideal client to your business.

So, yes, this program is right for you if you are just starting your business.

I'm currently enrolled on other programs so I am not sure if I should join this program or not right now?

In my first year with Client Nectar I was enrolled on two year long programs plus I had a 1:1 business Coach because I recognised that to fill my gaps in my

knowledge of running an online business I needed a sales mentor, a online marketing mentor and a business mindset and strategy coach.

In that first  year I took Client Nectar to Six Figures!

So the real question is, “Is this program what you need to fill the gap in your knowledge of how to attract clients?”.

If the answer is “yes” then saying “Yes” to yourself and joining this program is the right action to take to achieve your business goals.

JOIN NOW

If you still have questions that you feel have not been answered why not book a call with one of our team?

Book Your Call

Read what our students say about working with us:Read what our students say about working with us:

“The LinkedIn lead generation strategy Shelley

has devised has been effective yet simple.

Setting it up takes minutes and costs are

extremely low.

Within 24 hours I had my first lead and within 5

days my diary was becoming full with

appointments. It’s now 10 days and I’ve signed

up my first Senior Leader – CEO Client and I

have a growing number of people very

interested in my program.”

David Stimson

Leadership & Mindset Coach

“Shelley has taught me to how to use LinkedIn

and its tools to generate new leads for my

businesses. I had no idea how powerful a tool

LinkedIn could be for my businesses. She

helped me fine tune my profile to help reflect

how professional I am.

Shelley has a lovely way of delivering the

content. She really encourages you, and get you

to think about what you are doing and why you

are doing it. She helps focus you on what is

important and is a very positive person. I would

highly recommend working with Shelley”

Paul Caden

Property Professional & Investor

“Working with Shelley has been a game

changer for me and my business. Shelley has

been instrumental in helping me work with the

right clients who will benefit from my gifts.

Since applying Shelley’s LinkedIn Strategy I

have gained 1300 new LinkedIn Connections,

held 17 appointments and gained 4

Management Professionals as Clients, making

over $16,000.”

Louise Seabrook Scrase

Team Coach For Managers

“The process Shelley took us through enabled

me to effectively reach out to my ideal clients,

gaining more connections and talking to

women who were very interested in having a

call. This in turn improved my confidence level

and confirmed that my messaging was correct

for my business.

In relation to the number of connections I sent

out, I received nearly 30 requests for calls which

were held over a 2-3 week period. Initially, this

was a little overwhelming but helpfully pushed

me out of my comfort zone, and I very quickly

built my confidence levels and looked forward

to holding sales calls and connecting with my

ideal clients. I was learning such a lot from

speaking with them and I could see just how

much I had accomplished during the program.

I gained two new clients within the first 13

weeks. I have subsequently, secured further

sales with one call resulting in a bigger team

development/coaching opportunity. I also have

more of my ideal clients reaching out to me.

This is a program that WORKS and I wouldn’t

hesitate to recommend it to others.“

Isla McCrone

Leadership and Personal Growth Coach

“I decided to work with Shelley because I

wanted to set up a Virtual Assistant business,

but I was not sure where to start. Shelley got me

thinking about what I want to do with my

business and how best to put myself out there.

I learnt a huge amount of practical marketing

strategies on this program in addition to

learning about how to use LinkedIn. Before I did

this course, I had a LinkedIn profile, but I didn’t

use it and I felt intimidated by it. I only had only

10 connections. After completing this course, I

have 200 connections and I don’t feel

intimidated by it at all. I’ve even been helping

other business owners with using LinkedIn, and

they have been able to gain clients through

LinkedIn as a result!

Shelley’s feedback and the support of the group

was invaluable because it kept me on track and

focused with starting my business, which I don’t

think I would have done without this program.”

Symone Cunningham

Content Creator

“Working with Shelley has woken me up to the

creativity of marketing and super-charged my

passion, and vision for what lies ahead. Shelley’s

an excellent coach and held a safe space of

trust, repeatedly containing and channelling

the uncertainty and self-doubt, that

occasionally surfaced in the group process, into

affirmative action.

Shelley’s specific understanding of marketing

for coaches and consultants, is invaluable and

saves critical time and effort. When you give

centre stage to your ideal client in your

invitation, they appear!

The resonance of mutual purposeful alignment

with the incredible and courageous women I

work with now, is profound, and generative –

magical even. I now have a way to make

connection directly that is authentic,

appropriate and appreciated.

The confidence I’ve developed through this

clear, step-by-step process, with steady support,

refining and tuning, is huge. Above all, the

experience of Shelley’s deep personal

commitment to my success has been life

changing. I am deeply grateful to her. This

program works!”

Mary Lucas

Leadership Coach For Women Leaders

“As soon as I started to implement what I learnt

from Shelley, it increased the number of

discovery calls I was having significantly. That in

turn increased the number of clients and

conversions.

What I gained from being part of Shelley’s

program was the group and encouragement of

going through this journey with the others.

Shelley’s guidance helped me keep my focus

and my intention where I wanted it to be.

I love the fact that Shelley has that great mix of

masculine and feminine energy – the masculine

that focuses on getting things done, but also

visualisation and manifestation that are more

feminine.

Within the first 12 weeks on this program I

gained $15,000 in client business and a further

$12,000 in warm leads.”

Shivani Bhagi

Career Success and Leadership Coach

“I just immediately connected with Shelley. I

could really feel her warmth and wisdom. The

experience she has as someone who knows

how the mind works made it a no brainer for me

to work with Shelley.

In the first 12 weeks on this program I had my

first over $20,000 month, and I know I can

continue to grow and expand my business.

The surprise for me, working with Shelley, was

the additional mindset work. The purpose

behind it was always a massive part of what we

did and for that I will be forever grateful.”

Joanna Naughton

Mindset Coach

“Working with Shelley shifted a lot for me

personally. I was able to put together a

programme from scratch that is in alignment

with my gifts and gained two clients at $4000

per client, making $8,000 within the first 12

weeks on this program.

There was a big AHA moment for me when

something happened during one of the

meditations and I experienced my ‘inner child’.

This led to a furthering of self-belief and

confidence in my coaching work.

I couldn’t put a value on what Shelley did for

me. What I can say is that I now appreciate my

value and so much more when dealing with

clients.”

Linda Rowntree

Intuitive Confidence Coach

JOIN NOW
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